
Duplicate 
Techniques.

creating Spiral 
staircases in 
minutes
(Autodesk Maya 
2008-2011 compatible)

Topics covered:
-Move Pivot Points
-Freeze Transformations
-Duplicate Options Box.

First, thing we do is analyze what primitives we will use to create our object.
So this is pretty easy:

Polygon Cube for our 
steps and a Polygon 
Cylinder for our post.



So go to create>Polygon Primitives>Cylinder. 
(Make sure Interactive Creation is unchecked)

Then Scale up your cylinder. 



Then go to create>Polygon Primitves>Cube.

Scale it up to look like a step of a stair.



Now move it at the bottom of your cylinder where the stairs will begin.

Next, is we will move our pivot points. 
Hold down “D” on your keyboard until the manipulator of your object changes.



Now drag your pivot point and move it to the left side of the step/cube.

Rename your cube to “Step_01”. 
To do this: Select your cube then double-click on your channel box window and type
your new name for your object. 



Now before we go automatic duplicate our step, it must always start with zero 
transformations in your channel box window.
To freeze transformations(zero out all of settings of an object),
Select your object and go to Modify>Freeze Transformation.

If you look to your channel box, all our settings are set to zero.
Note: Always freeze the transformations of your 3d objects in your maya scene for a more 
tidy scene file in game& movie production projects.



Now we will duplicate and move our step to the position of the next stair step.
But doing this over and over is quite tiring and in-accurate. Using the Duplicate options box 
will help speed the process 100%.

But the first thing we need to do is record the actual position and rotation of the 2nd step.
Here we duplicated and moved our step into:
TranslateY: 1
RotateY:25



Ok, so after recording the things we needed to move and the things we needed to rotate.
Letʼs delete or second step. Donʼt worry we will create it again together with the other 10 
steps of our stairs.

Go to Edit > Duplicate Special (Click the options box on the right).



Now copy the previous settings we made to our second step to the options box window.

Type:
Translate: 0 1 0
Rotate: 0 25 0



Then, 
Put in:
Number of Copies :10

Click  “Duplicate Special”

Viola! Your spiral steps are done in just minutes! Good job!

Save your scene file
LastName_Firstname-Stairs.mb 
together with you Ambient Occlusion Renders.


